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Detecting Duplicate URLs I am extracting
URLs from an HTML document using a

HTMLParser. I am using the following piece
of code: from HTMLParser import

HTMLParser class
MyHTMLParser(HTMLParser): def

handle_starttag(self,tag,attrs): if(tag=='a'):
text = self.retrieve_tag_text(tag) #print

"retrieved text", text pass parser =
MyHTMLParser() parser.feed("""abc@xyz.co
mxyz@xyz.com""") But it only finds out one
of the URLs. How can I detect all duplicate

URL's? A: You are passing a tag to
get_tag_text that is only one character long.
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That doesn't match the parameter name. In
your example, I'd expect the method to

match tags of type str, but that's not what
you are doing. Try the following instead: def
handle_starttag(self, tag, attrs): if tag == 'a':
text = self.retrieve_tag_text(attrs['href']) #
print "retrieved text", text This will simply

loop over all the href attributes on the page.
If you want a more specific result set, you
should probably look at BeautifulSoup or

SoupStrainer. 1. Field of the Invention The
present invention relates to a water

repellent agent. 2. Description of the Prior
Art As the soil environment has become

more and more severe in recent years, the
problem of the water repellent property of
substrates on which various substrates are

to be mounted is becoming more
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Download.INTRODUCTION {#sec1-1}
============ Acquired nuclear

maldescent of the 12^th^ thoracic vertebra
is a rare entity seen mostly in young

patients. It may represent either
hyperostosis (arising from hematogenous

origin) or primary bony neoplasm like
osteoid osteoma. The tumor is mostly seen
in young patients with a mean age of 25.9

years.\[[@ref1]\] We are presenting a case of
an 18-year-old male patient, with a history of

pain of 6 months duration, who was
diagnosed and treated at our center. CASE
REPORT {#sec1-2} =========== An
18-year-old male patient presented with

history of right lower back pain of 6 months
duration, which was continuous in nature.

There was no history of loss of weight,
weakness, fever, abdominal pain, diarrhea,

constipation, or any constitutional
complaints. There was no history suggestive
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